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as a means to frame and develop and perhaps to
mellow that very individual mentality. The complete
separateness and self-directing freedom of this Univer-
sity is a thing to rejoice over, because it will strengthen
to the utmost one invaluable element in the composite
structure of the Irish people. And though it does not
point to any apparent unity between North and
South, it will in the end, as an Ulster writer has said,
" produce in the long run that inner spiritual sympathy
which will always develop between Irishmen engaged
upon similar tasks in their own country, and will
eventually strengthen, by the very strain it puts
upon them, those invisible links of character and
sentiment which beneath the surface bind Irishmen
together/'
Up to the present, however, the University has
meant less In the life of Belfast than it should, because
the town, essentially one of business, has not realised
the value of University training for business. The
University has educated men for professions, not for
business. If a man has been rich enough to send his
son to the University, he has generally chosen Oxford
or Cambridge : but for business, the training has been
in business and from a very early age, even sixteen.
The same is true of all Irish Universities ; but since
in Belfast business holds a larger importance, and the
professions a lesser, the thing is more regrettable.
It may be that the University College in Cork will
ultimately become separate also, and seek the status
of an Independent university. When the University
was formed, its President, Dr. Windle, expressed this
desire very strongly. Most of us have felt that this
ambition corresponded rather to the ambitions of
Cork than its necessities ; there Is not anywhere in
the South a type of culture so distinct at all as is that
of North-east Ulster. Most of us also feel that this
step should wait until the course of university develop-
ment is decided in the Irish capital, where we have
had since 1910 two universities in the same city—a

